Therapy Traction Table

The traction tables have been specially designed for lumbar and cervical traction. They feature an integral rolling top design to facilitate effective traction procedures. The tables are available separately with machine mount or as part of a package with traction machine, flexion stool, all harnesses and neck pillow.

Models

ST6567 Electric traction table with machine mount
ST6557 Hydraulic traction table with machine mount
ST6567P Electric traction package
ST6557P Hydraulic traction package

Standard Features

- Safe working load and lifting capacity of 240Kg (528lbs)
- Integral rolling top design to provide effective application of traction forces
- Adjustable height mount for traction machine with offset positioning for changing angle of traction application
- Adjustable angle backrest from horizontal to +80°
- Adjustable angle head/foot section from -25° to +75°
- Head section includes breathing hole and plug
- Power assisted backrest and foot sections incorporate anti-trap design
- Choice of hydraulic or electric height elevation
- Excellent height range from 50cm to 101cm
- Retractable wheel design with adjustable foot for stability on uneven surfaces
- Fixation point for optional cervical traction accessory
- Purpose made precision bearings on all pivot points
- Hand switch fitted as standard on electric models
- Standard width 70cm upholstery

Optional Accessories

- 6200 Single Foot Switch
- 6071 Cervical In Sitting Accessory
- 6046 Pelvic Lumbar Traction Harness
- 6047 Thoracic Harness
- 6048 Thoracic Anchor Straps
- 6049 Cervical Traction Head Halter
- 6067 Cervical Pillow
- 6069 Flexion Stool
- 6070 Spreader Bar
- 6237 Traction Accessory Package

See page 48-55 for additional information on our range of optional accessories and colour.